See it. Click it. Analyze.

Now you’re ready to improve performance.

Advanced Analytics consolidates up-to-the-minute production facts, process data, and operator insight to eliminate manual, periodic analysis of operations performance. It’s a click-to-explore vehicle for managers and executives to discover what needs work, who needs help, and establish priorities. You bring operations data to life as you quickly and dynamically visualize every bit of information, and use it to make decisions within the plant or throughout an entire network of sites.

Are you ready to stop sifting through old data, static tables and manual reports? It’s time to see who’s doing a good job today, pinpoint the “why,” and make best practices repeatable. Advanced Analytics enables a holistic view of operations, so you can respond with timely, well-informed decisions.

All the data, all the time. Click-to-discover.

Epicor takes all the data from your Mattec MES system—production monitoring, process monitoring, or both—and adds the depth and dimension from operator input, to give you fast, intuitive analysis. Analyze any dimension from any perspective, from your desktop, tablet, or mobile device. Want to know how a cell, shift, or plant stacks up? Just click to get the answer. How about just a few plants, or certain product SKUs across the whole company? That’s easy too. You can visualize any analysis as a pie chart, bar graph, or even as a table, if that’s what you prefer. When your goal is to understand the “what” and “why” of what’s going on, Advanced Analytics puts you in control of all the data so you can answer the really tough questions.

One-click exploration, intuitive discovery.

Start with a ready-to-go dashboard—there are 16 to choose from—or set one up in just a few minutes. Creating new views and dashboards is a trivial task that lets you skip what you already know, and dive right in to the main course. Click once: filter for plant, date, machine, shift or any dimension that’s important this minute.
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Advanced Analytics

Second click: group data by department, plant, reason, product or anything else you see. One more click: gives you even more insight as you control how deep to explore or where to explore next.

- Accurate, apples-to-apples view of metrics
- Complete view of historical and live, up-to-the-minute data
- Instant refresh with each click and option selection
- Visual root-cause analysis across all data
- Limitless configurations and views

Out-of-the-box one-click discovery.

- Top five display (plant and enterprise)
- OEE and key performance indicators (KPIs)
- Annual comparison
- Downtime charts and tables
- Out-of-spec performance
- Production tables
- Scrap charts
- Utilization
- Yield
- Timeline and operator metrics (plant only)

### Advanced Analytics Features

- Accurate, apples-to-apples view of metrics
- Complete view of historical and live, up-to-the-minute data
- Instant refresh with each click and option selection
- Visual root-cause analysis across all data
- Limitless configurations and views

### Out-of-the-box one-click discovery

- Top five display (plant and enterprise)
- OEE and key performance indicators (KPIs)
- Annual comparison
- Downtime charts and tables
- Out-of-spec performance
- Production tables
- Scrap charts
- Utilization
- Yield
- Timeline and operator metrics (plant only)
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